Whitepaper
Bumping Uglies is a unique NFT living on the Cardano blockchain. We are
not just another PFP JPG NFT, we are a fully functioning play-to-earn game
and with an amazing community, both pushing the boundaries of what a
collectable NFT project should be.
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LoftLad
LoftLad AKA Glynn Powell is an artist and software developer with nearly 25 years commercial
experience (OLD BASTARD!)
He is the founder, lead artist, and lead developer of Bumping Uglies. LoftLad left his six figure
career to follow his dream of launching a game on the Cardano blockchain
LoftLad has worked professionally as a digital creative and a full stack developer throughout his
varied career. NFTs were the most exciting opportunity he’d seen since the original Dot.com
boom so he took his chance and here we are.
LoftLad is the most doxed and transparent founder of any NFT on any blockchain we've seen. He
is about to launch his own YouTube channel to show his journey and teach others how to launch a
successful NFT project.
LoftLad is an active member of the Bumping Uglies Discord Community … so come say HELLO!
(catch him when he’s having a beer and he has been known to give away Uglies!)
LoftLad is not interested so much in floor prices and flipping NFTs as he has already made his
money in his previous career. He actively promotes the HODL of Uglies for their amazing utility,
and his mantra for Bumping Uglies and his life is …
IN IT FOR THE LEGACY NOT THE LAMBOS

USEFUL LINKS
Marketing Website : www.bumpinguglies.co
Minger Game : www.uglyminger.com
Mint Website (for S2) : www.uglymint.com
Discord Community : www.discord.gg/bumpinguglies
Twitter : www.twitter.com/ugliesnft
Facebook : www.facebook.com/ugliesnft
Instagram : www.Instagram.com/ugliesnft
YouTube (WIP) :
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjjwgCbz7YFzRJGE7ljAL2Q

Season One
We are here! Uglies have been Bumping since late 2021. This section is a recap
of what we have delivered since our initial doodles back in Aug 2021, to minting
5000 Uglies in one day in November 2021. Since then, we have gone on to
launch one of the first Play-to-Earn Cardano games, all in under 6 months.
We might be ugly be we don’t hang about.

Season One (OUT NOW)
The Season One game called Minger is out
now (in beta). Minger lets you link your
Discord account, and your ADA wallets
then find other like minded Uglies to bump
with.
Minger works much like Tinder but without
the Catfishing, as all members are Ugly and
proud.
Whilst in beta we are actively hosting
multiple contests via Discord and Twitter to
help us test and to allow you to start
playing and earning right away.

Discord Community
We have one of the most active and fun
Discord communities in the NFT arena.
With a large team of professional Mods
and Admins to look after you, you can
come to learn everything about Bumping
Uglies in a safe and sometimes cheeky
community.

Minger – DISCORD LOGIN
We have developed a unique Discord login
system to the Bumping Uglies game.
Discord Members Login uses an industry
standard called OAuth that you would
have seen when logging into other sites
using your Twitter, Facebook or Google.
In addition to using Discord’s security this
allows us to link our Games fully into our
Discord Community, building on the
concept of us all playing together.

Minger – My Uglies
After joining our Discord and accessing
www.uglyminger.com via your Discord
account, you will be able to start Bumping.
With an Ugly wallet linked to your account
you will be able to see and control how
your Uglies behave in Minger.
You control how often you want to bump
(stud), how much you want to earn per
bump, and then you can set and forget.
Regular visits will show you how much
ADA your Uglies are earning you and how
good of a PIMP you really are!

Minger – My Uglies
The My Uglies Section is where you can
browse and control your linked Uglies.
The Uglies are still securely stored in your
wallet on the blockchain and we just
access them inside of Minger.
You can see your Ugly’s bump count,
earnings, overall rarity and if you flip the
card you can see each traits individual
rarity too.
You can rename each Ugly, add a witty
profile to attract wannabe bumps, you can
set your bump price, and decide to rest
your Ugly if his todger gets a bit too tired.

Minger - SEARCH
When you feel the urge to get pregnant,
you can go on the hunt for a suitable
partner, and more importantly the new
trait you would like to inherit.
Searching for a good partner is the most
important part of Minger, choose wisely
because in Season 2 your baby will be
born with one new trait from this partner.
You can filter your search by any trait and
also see the current rarity of each trait to
help you find the best traits for your baby.

Minger - BUMPING
After searching you are presented with a
selection of Ugly partners. You can swipe
left or right, a left swipe dismisses the
Ugly, and a right swipe says Let’s Bump!
Each Ugly in the list shows you their name,
their bump fee, the owner on Discord, and
the rarity of each of their traits.
Their 3 rarest traits are highlighted in
green to help you find the best traits for
your baby.

Minger – WHO TO BUMP?
Swiping right first brings up a menu of
your Uglies. This list is where you choose
which one of your Uglies you would like to
get pregnant.
Once you choose which Ugly you want to
get knocked up, you get two options;
1) Choose the 3 traits you want most
from and take a lucky spin of those 3
2) Pay a premium and chose the exact
trait you want

* In Season 2 (full game) this will result in
an immediate baby.

Minger – GET A NEW TRAIT
Once you select the 3 traits from the list of
13 available traits, then you BUMP !
Your Ugly is then pregnant and the baby will
get 12 of your traits plus the new one you
just bought.
The parent’s colours also mix to make a new
colour for the baby, but more on this later.
The Ugly you bumped is now put on a 72
hour cooldown so no other Ugly can be
impregnated by them until they get their
energy back.
Your pregnant Ugly can continue to be a
stud as much as you like (Freaky we know!)

Minger – LINK WALLETS
You can link and unlink multiple wallets in
Minger. Linking requests you to send a
small sum (2-ish ADA) to Minger so we
can verify you own the wallet, but we then
add this ADA to your bumping balance.
Linking a wallet does not transfer
ownership of any NFTs it just allows us to
read the info we need from the
Blockchain.

Minger – MANAGE YOUR ADA
We have an ever-extending banking
section in Minger to let you top up funds
and withdraw funds at your convenience.
You can see all your financial transactions
with us, similar to internet banking.
At any stage you require assistance we
have a rapid response via support tickets
on our Discord server.

Minger – ADMIN
To help assist you at all stages we have
built a custom Admin Portal that our
Discord Admins have access to.
This allows us to jump on and sort any
problems 24/7 via a Discord Support
ticket.
We are always here to help x

Studding
Studding is the way you acquire new traits for
your Ugly. As with all NFT’s , Uglies come
with a varying amount of trait rarity.
The unique element of Bumping Uglies is, if
you have desirable trait, you can stud your
Ugly and earn ADA from other members via
stud fees.
Desirable is not always linked to rare either.
We host lots of challenges to incentivise
members to track down all sorts of traits, so
even your common Uglies can earn from
studding.

P2E FROM Studding
You can set any price you choose, and
members will have to pay this if they wish
to Bump your Ugly.

FLAT FEE 5
OUR SHARE 2.25

You can also choose to “quick set” your
prices based on the rarity of your Ugly
with one click (popular method) .
Our fees for each Bump are the first
5ADA plus 5% of anything over that.
In the example here, you have set your
bump fee to 50ADA, we take 7.25 of that
and you get 42.75ADA added to your
account.
ADA in your account can be used to
bump or you can easily withdraw it to
your primary wallet.

YOUR SHARE
42.75

Breeding
The Bumping Uglies breeding model
allows you to have babies and improve
your Uglies whilst always maintaining no
greater that 10,000 Uglies on the
blockchain at all times.
You are able to search and bump other
uglies to pick that perfect combination of
traits over time.
You are no longer tied into the NFT you
won by chance during a mint, with Uglies
your NFT can evolve, and so can your
NFT rarity.

Breeding
Breeding works by us maintaining a total of
10,000 NFTs over 4 collections (4 policy
IDs)
When you bump an Adult, you are asked to
send that adult to be burnt from the adult
collection forever.
In return, we record all the details of your
adult and create you a brand new NFT in
the Baby collection.
The new baby contains all the same details
(including the new trait you got for
bumping)
The same process works when going from
Baby to Tott, Tott to Teen and Teen back to
Adult.

SPECIALS
Season one had 10 specials in total and
Season two will have 10 more.
There are only 5 copies of each Special
Ugly so they are extremely rare!
Whilst each Special is essentially custom
art, they can still be used for Studding.
Each Special has 3 unique traits that can
be inherited by the standard Uglies.
The number of times they can stud is
limited to 10 per trait (30 total) to
preserve rarity.
GEN2 babies with these traits cannot
pass them on further, again to preserve
rarity.

SIDE CHAINS
Sidechains are limited run NFT collections and they
exist on chain separately from the main 10,000
Uglies.
We will launch 6 sidechains per year as very limited
runs. These can won via contests ran on Discord
and Twitter and by participating in the Games.
Sidechains do have utility though as like specials,
Sidechains can be added to the game for the sole
purpose of Studding.
Bumping a special with a normal Ugly will allow you
to inherit a brand new unseen trait. That trait will
then be in the game for future bumping too.

VIU (Very Important Uglies)
During the launch of our first 5000 Uglies in season one, we
offered the chance for 200 Discord Members to invest in the
project early on.
The investment bought the member this VIU Coin, an 1/200
NFT for 40ADA.
This 8000ADA investment by the 200 VIU was spent on
marketing of the project on the lead up to mint.
This marketing campaign played an essential role in successful
sell out of Season 1 in a couple of hours.
Holding a coin gives you access to our Discord VIU sections and
to ongoing VIU perks such as the free Sidechain NFT we gave
away in 2021.

Royalties
Bumping Uglies, VIU Coin and Uglies
Sidechain NFTs all include 5% royalties on
secondary market sales.
Royalties will be split, with 50% going to the
Bumping Uglies team to support further
development of the project and 50% going to
a community wallet.
Distribution of funds in the community
wallet will be decided by the community via
discussions and polls in our discord server.

Colour BREEDING & GENE INHERITANCE
When you breed two Uglies the baby produced will always
inherit 12 traits from the Mum and 1 new trait from the
Stud.
In addition to the trait they will also inherit a new colour
made from a mix of their parents genes.
Each Ugly carries 2 colour genes. Pure Blue, Red and Yellow
Uglies both genes are the same; 2 blue, 2 yellow, 2 red.
But as we breed, the baby will get a mix, and these colour
genes will be recorded for when they breed later.
The babies colour will represent the mix, and there is always
a small chance of getting a SUPER RARE PATTERN.
e.g. RED & YELLOW parents will oftentimes make an orange
baby, but 5% of the time they will make RED & YELLOW
TIGER STRIPES.

Colour BREEDING & GENE INHERITANCE
Breeding with a mixed colour Ugly uses the hidden
genes instead of its visible colour.
In this example of breeding with an orange Ugly, you
have a 50/50 chance of picking up a Yellow or Red
gene.
Mixed with your own colour, this will then determine
the colour of the baby.
Again with a SUPER RARE chance of getting a
patterned skin.

Colour BREEDING & GENE INHERITANCE
Bumping Specials is very similar, but Specials
carry all three of the primary colour genes.
When bumping a special the chances of getting
each primary colour are;
Blue = 70% chance
Yellow = 20% chance
Red = 10% chance
Mixed with your own colour, this will then
determines the colour of the baby.
Again with a SUPER RARE chance of getting a
patterned skin.

Season Two
The next evolution of Uglies … Babies!
We are moving into the baby phase of the project and enhancing
www.uglyminger.com to enable players to create and grow Babies, Totts and
Teens and nurture their Ugly offspring back round to adulthood again …
Yes, that’s correct, for more Bumping !

AFTER BUMPING COMES BABIES
The first stage of the Season 2 game is
your pregnant Uglies will give birth.
To ensure there are only ever 10,000
Uglies in the world the baby must replace
the mother, with the addition of their new
trait and colour.
To achieve this, you send us your
pregnant ugly to the wallet provided, and
we burn the ugly from the Blockchain
permanently.
We then mint you a new baby NFT with
the new trait and colour you selected. We
then send that NFT to your wallet.

Babies
Baby Uglies have been drawn to match every
single combination of art that the Adult Uglies
have.
We have taken the 250+ assets available in the
Adults and Specials and then hand drawn cute
baby variations for each.
Some assets like cigarettes and joints came with
their own unique challenges, but we think you’ll
enjoy how we handled them. (Spoiler, Babies
don’t smoke!)
Babies can be grown into Totts in the game or
you can simply keep them as unique NFTs in
their own right.

Totts
Tott Uglies come after the successful growing of
a Baby (more on this later)
Totts have also been hand drawn to match every
combination that the Adult Uglies have.
We have taken the 250+ assets available in the
Adults and Specials and hand drawn cheeky Tott
variations for each.
Totts can be grown into Teens in the game or
you can simply keep them as unique NFTs in
their own right.

Teens
Teen Uglies come after the successful growing of
a Tott (more on this later)
Teens have also been hand drawn to match every
combination that the Adult Uglies have.
We have taken the 250+ assets available in the
Adults and Specials and hand drawn naughty
Teen variations for each.
Teens can be grown back into Adults to start the
bumping cycle all over again.
Alternatively you can simply keep them as unique
NFTs in their own right.

SEASON 2 SPECIALS
Season 2 sees the introduction of 10 new
Specials. Just like season 1, each special will be 1
of 5 making a total of 50 specials available from
10 unique designs.
As with S1 specials, each S2 special will be able
to bump and hand down 3 traits for a limited run
to assure rarity is maintained.
Season 2 specials will be given randomly on mint
day, so anyone has a chance of getting 1 of 40 of
these SUPER RARE NFTS.

* NB. LoftLad always takes one of each because
he made them with love.

Bumping Uglies Game
Prior to the mint of Season 2 comes the launch
of The Bumping Uglies Game.
Minger will still be a big part of the game. Adult
Uglies will still use the Minger section to Bump,
but there will be a lot more to do after the
bumping is over.
You will be presented with three stages of
games to complete to successfully grow a baby
back to adult sized.
If this sounds like a chore then you can choose
to hire a nanny for this part of the game.

Bumping Uglies Games
To grow your Babies through the three growth
spurts you will be required to complete a series of
tasks (games).
Games vary between skill games, puzzle games,
beating the clock, and completing streaks over a
number of days.
We estimate to complete the 9 games in each
growth spurt will take one week, so a full growth
cycle back to adult sized will take about three
weeks.

Leader board
The Leader board section keeps track of all the
best Bumpers, Parents and Nannies by tracking
every members progress through each game for
all of their Uglies.
We will be incentivising the different leader
boards with contests and prizes through our
Discord Community.
The best Bumpers, Studs, Parents and Nannies
will share in generous monthly prize pools
consisting of new NFTs and ADA.

Baby GAMES
Each Baby game is custom designed to fit the
concept of raising a baby whilst maintaining
the unique comedy of Bumping Uglies.
The games will be broken into 9 categories;
Feeding, Playing, Sleeping, Cleaning, Teaching,
Exercising, Dressing, Creating, Healing.
Each category has one game at launch with
new games being added regularly thereafter.

TOTT GAMES
The purpose of each games can be simply to
make sure you are checking in and looking
after the Tott, whilst some games are skills
based, and like this example some games a
puzzles and beat the clock.
Each Tott game is custom designed to fit the
concept of raising a toddler whilst maintaining
the unique comedy of Bumping Uglies.

TEEN GAMES
Like Baby and Tott, the Teen games will
follow the theme of bringing up a
Teenager.
We have worked hard to make the games
fun as the primary goal, but with the
secondary goal of enticing you to hire a
nanny for the P2E benefit of other
members.
If a game becomes too tiresome then
don’t worry, you can outsource this one
game and relax.

Paying NANNIES
Hiring a Nanny puts your games into a communal list that
is up for grabs for any P2E members out there willing to
help you raise your Ugly.
You can call on the Nanny for a particular task, for all the
tasks for that one Baby (Tott or Teen), or you can request a
Nanny for all your tasks.
When requesting a Nanny you are asked to set the price
you are willing to pay. The game then calculates you three
prices for Task, Baby or All.
If you choose to request a Nanny, then you must have the
funds in your balance as it will be frozen in escrow until
you deactivate the Nanny request.
Any member who completes one of your tasks is given the
task fee instantly from the frozen escrow funds.

NANNY TO EARN
A great way to earn real ADA in Bumping Uglies is to
search for Nanny Tasks.
You can search by price range, the age (Baby, Tott, or
Teen), and Activity (Feeding, Playing, Sleeping, Cleaning,
Teaching, Exercising, Dressing, Creating, Healing)
You can only attempt one task at a time to give all
members a fair chance to earn.
Completion of another members task earns you the price
they set for that task, and the funds will instantly show in
your Bumping Balance.

** Bumping Uglies take 5% of all Nanny fees paid

EXCLUSIVE …
WHAT’S NEXT ?

